KAITO CELL PHONE POWER CHARGING TIPS

Tips to use the TIPS
Thank you for ordering your Kaito KA009R Emergency Radio/Flashlight.
The Kaito KA009R has the capability of charging your cell phone via the built-in cell phone
charging jack. In order to use right tip, here is tip how to use the tips.
1. See the tip photos below and see if your cell phone model is in the list. Choose the right
one
2. Use the common cable to connect the right tip to the out put from the radio and cell phone
input.
3. Make user the connection is secured. If there is no charging sign on the cell phone when
you crank the dynamo handle, re-connect the cable to both ends and make sure they are
connected well.
4. For some cell phones, the charging circuit in the cell phone is specially designed for its
own charger, the charging volt is preset to a certain threshold, so it is better to crank in a
proper pace to generate a proper volt to charge the batteries inside. So, you may have to
crank it in a certain speed to have a steady charging. If you have any questions, please call us
for advice. (909) 628 6088 or visit www.kaitousa.com
Kaito USA, 5185 Cliffwood Drive, Montclair CA 19763
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Compatible

Motorola E815, V276,
V266, V551, V557, V710 04
ROKR E1, MPx220

Motorola RAZR V3c, V3c, V3i,
V323, V325, V332, V360, V361,
V6, V8, SLVRL7, PEBL

02

Nokia 3220, 6010, 6030,
6061, 6101, 2128i, 6236i

05

Samsung SCH-a310, SCH-a670,
SGH-C207, SGH-X495,
SGH-X497, SGH-T309,
SGH-E635, SGH-A900,
SGH-D357, SGH-D307,
A400, A500, N400, SPH-A920

03

LG VX400-G4015,
VX4500, VX6000

06

Samsung SA D800 / D808 /
D828 / D528 / D820 / P300 /
T809 / A707

01

